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69 Union Ava

Paterson, N.J.07502

July 9, 1980

.

Nuclear Regulatory Co dssion

Washington D.C.

Dear Mr. Victor Stills Jr.:

Mr. Stills, I an writing to you because you are the director of the NRC's

Inspection and Enforcement Dept. This letter is representing my concern for
.

.

th2 inspection of all Nuclear Plants in progress or inactive.
.

An example of such a plant not under enforcement of regulations is the

South Texas Plant, there have been thousands of reports claimini, deficiences in

th2 Brown and Root construction of the plant. Just recently has action taken place

in such a condition. Inspectors assigned to this plant have been threatened, harassed, ._

cnd intimidated. .As a result most inspectors admitted the malfunctions and disorders

in the building procedures. No doubt this Nuclear Plant will have many malfunctions
T.

whtn finally opened. I feel inspectors should run tests on equipment each month

inorder to narroe down the rate of accidents however small. Each plant should

have at least three inspectors inspecting the procedures of the plant. Each plant

shculd follow every regulation written in order to provide safety for the co=nunity.

Inactive plants which have been shut down due to malfunctions should be

checked completely before reopening. If equipment is faulty enforce better equipment

and people who can run it accurately. Enforce set rules concerning all Nuclear Plants

to conduct their plants inaccordance to safety and performance.

This letter is to infom you how I and many others feel about having

Huclear Plants inspected and the enforcement of good solid rules to be guided by.

Please take sone ti=e to inform me of what actions are being taken for the safety

of Anerica against Nuclear =ishaps.

( Thank-you,.
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